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1 Introduction

This is the final report for the BAA 98-01-IFKPA project entitled "Model Abstraction Demonstration". This report documents the progress, problems, and solutions encountered during this nine-month demonstration development effort. This report is broken down into the following sections:

Section 2: Overview of the BAA
Section 3: Tasks Accomplished
Section 4: Future Work

Figure 1: Complex Simulation Environments
2 Overview of the BAA

This BAA project, entitled “Model Abstraction Demonstration” seeks to demonstrate to the modeling and simulation community the effects of various model abstraction techniques on simulation accuracy. This BAA covers methods for identifying candidate parameters for abstraction, developing abstract model representations, simulating abstract models, and visualizing the results of abstract models with respect to baseline simulations.

2.1 Significance of the Problem

Simulations for both the military and commercial industry are geared toward the development of high-fidelity component models that accurately predict system performance, scenario and damage assessments, and mission effectiveness across a variety of paradigms as shown in Figure 1. While yielding very accurate results, fielding such simulation systems does not come without a steep price. These simulations are often costly in terms of not only development time but also simulation time. In order to address the developmental cost issues, simulation efforts have examined interoperability and model re-use as possible solutions. Other efforts have addressed simulation time cost by applying parallel and distributed architectures and frameworks to the simulation systems. One way to address both simulation and development cost issues is to employ model abstraction techniques. Model abstraction techniques allow for re-use of legacy or off-the-shelf models, while reducing model complexity.

Model abstraction “captures the essence of the behavior of a model without all the details of how that behavior is implemented in code.” Simulations using abstracted models are more concerned with the qualitative results of a simulation rather than the quantitative results of that simulation. Fidelity that is necessary at some levels of modeling may not be necessary to meet modeling and analysis goals at others. For example, system models representing pollution in an environment may involve models dealing with component models down to the molecular level. However, models dealing with the effects of pollution on sensor performance need not be modeled to that degree of detail. For this reason, detail that may not be needed to meet analysis goals may be dropped from the model. The process of dropping this unneeded information is known as abstract modeling. A key concern about the effectiveness of abstract modeling lies with whether the savings in simulation time will offset the amount of model accuracy that has been compromised by dropping this information.

2.2 Research Goals

The objective of this effort was to develop a demonstration that illustrates this simulation time versus model accuracy tradeoff. This effort demonstrates the value of model abstraction by developing abstract versions of DOD component models. The resultant models were simulated within an overall simulation system/framework and compared to the original detailed baseline models that they replaced. The differences between the abstracted and original detailed simulation models were demonstrated via defense and/or commercial simulation tools.
3 Tasks Accomplished

In order to achieve the research goals of the BAA effort, the following tasks were addressed.

- **Task 1: Identify target JMASS models**
  - Review existing JMASS-compliant models
  - Work with AFRL to identify additional models

- **Task 2: Determine the key model parameters that require abstraction**
  - Heuristics
  - Sensitivity Analysis

- **Task 3: Develop Abstract Models:**

- **Task 4: Simulate both the high fidelity and abstracted JMASS models**

- **Task 5: Demonstration**

- **Task 6: Reporting**

These tasks are detailed in the following sub-sections. The task description is presented along with the accomplishments, research performed, problems encountered, and subsequent direction of that task.

3.1 Task 1: Identify Target JMASS Models.

This effort was initiated by identifying a target modeling set on which to demonstrate the usefulness of model abstraction. This task examined various target modeling sets to determine if their application to this effort was feasible. This task reviewed the use of JMASS-compliant models from various JMASS Modeling Repositories for use in this effort. These models included radar, missile and ISR models that have been used to develop engagement-level and engineering-level system models. The model sets examined included the JTEST Model Suite, The CoreSim Model Suite, The JMASS98 Training Examples, and a set of Generic Helicopter Models. Many of these model suites were obtained through other JMASS-related efforts that RAM Laboratories has been involved in. Each of these Model Suites is unclassified.

3.1.1 JMASS98 Training Examples

The first model set examined was the JMASS98 Training Examples. The JMASS98 Training Examples are provided with the software release of JMASS98 to instruct users on the operation of JMASS98. For the purpose of this project,
the JMASS98 Training Examples were viewed as not containing enough detail to suitably demonstrate the effects of model abstraction.

3.1.2 CoreSim
The second model set examined was the suite of CoreSim simulation models. The CoreSim simulation suite supports the modeling of engagement scenarios using JMASS.

3.1.3 JTEST
The third model set examined was the suite of JTEST simulation models. The JTEST simulation suite supports the modeling of Air-to-Air and Surface-to-Air engagement scenarios using JMASS. JTEST includes RF environment, Airborne Target, Airborne Interceptor, Surface Platform, and Missile models with both geometric and RF based seekers.

3.1.4 Generic Helicopter Models
A fourth model set included a set of generic helicopter models used for Airborne Targets and Airborne Interceptor Platforms.

3.1.5 Model Suite Selection
The JTEST Model Suite was selected as the Model Suite of choice by this project. The JTEST Model Suite was selected for two reasons:
- Due to their use in other projects, the staff at RAM Laboratories had experience working with the JTEST Model Suite
- The JTEST Model Suite was accompanied by “canned” scenarios. These canned scenarios and calibration data could be used as a simulation baseline against which the abstracted simulation scenarios could be compared.

3.2 Task 2: Determine the key model parameters that require abstraction.
The second key task for this effort was to determine the candidate parameters for abstraction. This task involved examining the target models and identifying the key parameters that affected performance of the modeled component in the system. Dropping unneeded information allows the model to spend its simulation time on criteria that is deemed important to the system’s operation. However, dropping any information may compromise a model’s accuracy. “Key” information can be determined using a variety of methods. These methods may range from using a modeler’s or analysts’ “rule-of-thumb” (or heuristics) to deterministically determining key parameters using a sensitivity analysis. The second task involved determining these “key” parameters for a given simulation model with respect to a baseline simulation scenario.

3.2.1 Baseline Scenario
The baseline scenario used for this example was an air-to-air engagement scenario comprised of an Airborne Target, an Air-to-Air missile with a geometric seeker, an
Airborne Interceptor, and an RF environment. For a baseline scenario, the JTEST Model Suite provided a “canned” simulation, along with calibration data, and results. For the purpose of this “canned” simulation, the MOE (Measure of Effectiveness) was determined to be Point of Closest Approach (PCA) between the Air-to-Air Missile and the Airborne Target. For the baseline scenario, the PCA was identified as being 1.211 meters. The simulation of this scenario using the baseline simulation configuration and calibration data is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Baseline Simulation Execution

3.2.2 Illustration of Sensitive Parameters.

In order to illustrate the process of identifying “sensitive” simulation parameters with respect to the simulation baseline, the following example is presented. In Figure 2, the Air-to-Air Missile is examined with respect to two of its sub-components: the AAM platform and the AAM seeker. Two parameters, one from each component, are highlighted. These are the GuideFactor and the MaxGimbleAngle. For the purpose of demonstrating sensitivity, each of these parameters was altered with respect to the simulation baseline. For the simulation baseline, the GuideFactor was calibrated at 0.3, and the MaxGimbleAngle was calibrated at 0.8 radians. For the first example of parameter sensitivity, as shown in Figure 3, the MaxGimbleAngle parameter was increased to 3.15 radians. This value, however, did not affect the simulation result in that the PCA was the same for the altered simulation as the baseline version (1.211 m).
In the next example, the second parameter, GuideFactor was examined. For this scenario, the GuideFactor was increased to 1.0 from 0.3. The simulated scenario, as depicted in Figure 4, shows that the PCA for the new scenario had changed to 0.3392 m. As such, the simulation was sensitive with respect to this particular parameter.

![Figure 3: Changing MaxGimbalAngle in Simulation Execution](image)

![Figure 4: Changing GuideFactor in Simulation Execution](image)

**Figure 3: Changing MaxGimbalAngle in Simulation Execution**

**Figure 4: Changing GuideFactor in Simulation Execution**

*Note: It must be noted that, for the purpose of this project, the goal of the simulation is not to hit the target with the abstract model, but rather to come as close as possible to estimating the PCA found in the baseline simulation. Thus, the abstract simulation must...*
use the baseline simulation as its “target” (i.e. the simulated view of reality) rather than trying to hit the airborne target of the baseline scenario.

3.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is the process of identifying a system’s inputs or parameters that have the greatest effects on a model’s output information. For each component model and selected outputs, a sensitivity function can be defined that covers both the model input variables and the internal model state (if applicable). This sensitivity function is a result of statistical analyses that identify the variables (input or state) that have the greatest effect on a given output value. Sensitivity analysis is generally deterministically or statistically performed over the range of values for the system’s state or inputs. The parameters that typically result in the greatest disparity of output values are deemed to have the greatest effect on system performance. Parameters that are determined to have little effect on system performance may be abstracted away. Methods of employing sensitivity analysis include full factorial or fractional factorial analysis methods. These methods, however, consider parameter sensitivity over all possible input values and parameters. Given that the number of possible inputs, even with respect to the baseline scenario, is infinite in number over an infinite range (due to parameters such as altitude and initial velocity), some method of pruning the solution must be employed. One such method is the use of heuristics as a pre-processing step.

3.2.3.1 Heuristics

This project examined the use of heuristics as a pre-processing step. Heuristics involved the use of a priori knowledge about a system or model to identify that system/model’s key parameters. Heuristics can be used to reduce the computational complexity of an experiment. For example, for a full factorial sensitivity analysis, all parameters may be varied over the entire range of possible values. For this scenario, this may mean that a given parameter may be required to be varied over an infinite range of values (for example, varying an initial altitude parameter from 0 to infinity) or varying parameters with an undefined degree of precision (for example, specifying the precision of the altitude parameter down to the centimeter, millimeter, etc). For a fractional factorial analysis, this would also apply (after, a fraction of infinity can still be infinity). Thus, for the purpose of reducing the computation required for the sensitivity analysis of this project, heuristics were used to limit the range of input and parameter values to within +20% of the baseline simulation scenario input and parameter values. In addition, heuristics were also applied to limit the range of possible values to +20%, +15%, +10%, and +5% of the baseline parameter values. Thus, the levels of possible parameter values were also clearly defined. For example, for MaxGimbalAngle (baseline value of 0.8 radians) the range of values consisted of {0.96, 0.92, 0.88, 0.84, 0.8, 0.76, 0.72, 0.68, 0.64}. Once all possible input and parameter values were defined for this experiment, the sensitivity analysis was then employed with respect to the simulation output value, PCA.
3.2.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis

Once the range of values was determined for each parameter, the sensitivity analysis was performed. This process used for applying this sensitivity analysis is described in section 3.2.3.2.1.

3.2.3.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis Process

For the purpose of this project, only the Air-to-Air missile was examined. The parameter values for this component model included the following:

- BurnAccel
- BurnTime
- DecelAfterBurnout
- GuideDelay
- GuideFactor
- MaxFlightTime
- MinMach
- RefLatitude
- RefLongitude
- MaxGimbalAngle
- TrackRange

Each of the simulation parameters was varied over the range of +20%, +15%, +10%, and +5%. The output simulation value, PCA, was then compared to the baseline value. The differences in output value were then statistically analyzed by identifying their variance and standard deviation with respect to the baseline simulation scenario. The sensitivity analysis process was inserted into the JMASS98 Simulation Development flow using JMASS98’s FAST Tool as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5: JMASS98 Simulation Development Flow
The JMASS FAST tool was used to implement the sensitivity analysis process as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Process for Performing Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis was performed for all parameters varied independently (1\textsuperscript{st} order) as well as varying all parameters in conjunction with one other parameter simultaneously (2\textsuperscript{nd} order). The analysis was conducted on a Dell Dimension 4100 PC (850 Mhz) running Win2K.

3.2.3.2.2 Sensitivity Analysis Goals
The goals of the sensitivity analysis process were as follows:
- Identify all independent, highly sensitive parameters with respect to baseline data
- Identify all second order highly sensitive parameters
- Record all simulation time
- Assess analysis/simulation time tradeoffs
3.2.3.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis Results

Sensitivity analysis was performed to identify all first order and second order sensitive parameters. For the purpose of analyzing data, the variance of all PCA values with respect to the simulation baseline was summed for each experiment.

3.2.3.2.3.1 First Order Sensitivity Analysis

The results for the first order experiment are shown in Figure 7. As shown in this figure, the TrackRange and MaxGimbalAngle parameters showed a much higher sensitivity than the other parameters (so much so that, by comparison, the effects of the other parameters were negligible).

![Figure 7: First Order Sensitivity Analysis](image)

In order to further examine the effect of the other parameters, the TrackRange and MaxGimbalAngle standard deviation values were removed from the graph. The effects
for the remainder of the parameters from the first order experiment are shown in Figure 8. As shown, the MaxFlightTime, MinMach, RefLatitude, and RefLongitude values all had no effect on the baseline scenario with respect to RMSE.

![Graph showing standard deviation for different parameters](image)

**Figure 8: First Order Sensitivity Analysis - Less Sensitive Parameters**

**3.2.3.2.3.2 Second Order Sensitivity Analysis**

The results for the second order experiment are shown in Figure 9. As shown in this figure, the experiments involving all combinations that varied, the TrackRange and MaxGimbalAngle parameters showed a much higher sensitivity than the other parameters (so much so that, by comparison, the effects of the other parameters were negligible).

In order to further examine the effect of the other parameters, the combinations that varied the TrackRange and MaxGimbalAngle values were removed from the graph. The effects on the remainder of the parameters from the first order experiment are shown in
Figure 10. As shown, the MaxFlightTime, MinMach, Refl. attitude, and Refl. longitude values all had no effect on the baseline scenario with respect to PCA.

Figure 9: Second Order Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 10: Second Order Sensitivity Analysis - Less Sensitive Parameters
3.2.4 Sensitivity Analysis Lessons Learned

The following lessons were learned with respect to the sensitivity analysis process.

- We cannot perform a sensitivity analysis over the entire simulation space
  - Explosively complex
- Must use some heuristics
  - Keep simulation space within the context of simulation
    - Use baseline scenarios as a guide
  - Must quantize parameters' values within some range
    - Keep simulation space manageable

3.3 Task 3 and Task 4 Developing and Simulating Abstract Models

Once some of the key modeling parameters were identified, abstract versions of the models were constructed. Several different abstract modeling techniques were examined for use in developing these abstract representations. Some of these methods are described in Section 3.3.1.

3.3.1 Abstract Modeling Methods

Simple model abstraction techniques can take several forms: statistical distributions, omission, aggregation, look-up tables, and approximations. These abstractions can then be fed into the higher fidelity model to resolve disparate models. These techniques are typically used to develop hard-coded wrappers that are employed for specific simulations. Transferring these wrapped models to other simulations requires a significant amount of new coding. Some techniques are illustrated in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Abstract Modeling Methods
3.3.1.1 Intuitive Methods

Many developers advocate using general heuristics or subjective methods for abstracting parameters, in addition to using heuristics as a sensitivity analysis step. An example can be found in the case where some subset of parameters could be marked as unimportant and not used in future abstraction functions. However, in general, these methods are difficult to formalize, highly subjective, and require specialized knowledge in the domain being modeled.

3.3.1.2 Approximation

One technique for abstracting a set of parameters is to simply approximate some or all of those parameters. This can be done by rounding off values or by breaking up continuous values into discrete chunks.

3.3.1.3 Equations

Mathematical equations can be substituted for running an actual simulation to generate parameters. If the behavior of one or more parameters in the simulation over time is understood, then the partial derivative of that parameter may be used. While an effective method, this does require a fairly complete understanding of the internals of the model and this is something that the current work strives to avoid.

3.3.1.4 Omission

This technique removes or replaces one or more parameters. These parameters can be either removed entirely or else replaced by constant values or values that give no information to the other components of the model. For instance, it might make sense to replace a parameter with its mean or modal value in a simulation if it is determined that the value does not significantly influence the behavior of the simulation (or, rather, the behavior of the subset of parameters of the simulation that a developer is interested in).

3.3.1.5 Aggregation

This technique involves grouping similar components and aggregating their inputs together. This aggregation can take the form of a weighted average of the component parameters or some other compounding function can be used.

3.3.1.6 Statistical Distributions

This abstraction technique refers to replacing parameter values with random variables based on a probability distribution that describes the range of values for the parameters in question. It seems to be the most prolific of the data abstraction techniques used for MRM. Perhaps this is because it does not require a detailed understanding of the model functionality. It does, however, require a data set (i.e.: recorded parameter values for simulation runs) of known values. This need be nothing more than a table of values.

3.3.1.7 Clustering Algorithms

Clustering algorithms are useful whenever one needs to classify an excessive amount of information into a set of manageable and meaningful smaller amounts. There
are several techniques to perform such a classification. Clustering algorithms, and modeling and simulation in general, can be thought of as dealing with vectors in state space. These vectors can be defined as the application of input parameters with respect to time. For example, given a model component with N parameters, we can think of an N-dimensional vector moving through N-dimensional state space over the time of the simulation. Clustering algorithms divide up that state space into different regions where the vectors cluster with respect to output values or measures of effectiveness.

3.3.1.8 Tree Clustering

Tree Clustering refers to the class of clustering algorithms that join together elements successively based on some measure of similarity. It is easiest to think of this process as resulting in a hierarchical tree, with the most detailed level corresponding to the roots of the tree (where each element is in its own cluster), and the most abstract level corresponding to a single node at the top of the tree (where each element is in the same cluster). The measure of similarity is often simply the distance among vectors whose dimensionality corresponds to the number of traits per element being considered. The easiest and most general measure of distance is Euclidean Distance:

\[
distance(x, y) = \sqrt{\sum_{i}(x_i - y_i)^2}
\]

A somewhat more versatile measure of distance is the Power Distance:

\[
distance(x, y) = \left(\sum_{i}(x_i - y_i)^p\right)^{1/r}
\]

Where \(p\) equals the progressive weight that is placed on differences on individual dimensions and \(r\) represents the progressive weight that is placed on larger differences between elements. Note that if \(p=r=2\), then this is the same measure as Euclidean Distance.

In order to join together individual clusters, a developer typically measures the distance of either the nearest or furthest elements in a set of clusters. Alternatively, he can measure the average or weighted average (weighted according to the size of each cluster) distance of all elements in a set of clusters.

3.3.1.9 K-means Clustering

K-means clustering is used when a developer already has certain hypotheses about how the vectors he is dealing with will cluster. It is therefore poorly suited for MRM work. The K-means clustering algorithm creates K clusters with maximum distance between them, where \(K\) is a user-supplied parameter. It starts with \(K\) random clusters and then progressively moves elements between clusters to maximize the variance between clusters.
3.3.1.10 Vector Quantization

Vector Quantization has been typically used for data compression. Originally multiple variable integration, it can now be used in conjunction with training algorithms to facilitate use. Vector quantization generates prototypes that represent the centers of the clusters they belong to. Often an excess of prototypes are used to prevent algorithms from 'running out' of clusters. However, there is no mechanism within this technique for adding new prototypes. This method would therefore require knowledge about the domain being clustered in order to accurately predict the number of prototypes.

3.3.2 Development of Abstract Models Using Abstraction Techniques

Several of the abstraction methods described in the above subsection were examined for use in this project. Not all of these methods, however, were identified as being suitable for developing abstraction representations. For example, using histograms to replace model behavior was viewed as having too much overhead and would adversely affect simulation time. The use of look-up tables was likewise thrown out for having too much overhead. In addition, the use of certain clustering algorithms, such as the Distributed Clustering Algorithms was thrown out as being too complex for this experiment. The methods chosen included:

- Timing
- Omission
- Value-based
- Clustering
  - Quantization
  - Stochastic-based
- Stochastic-based

3.3.2.1 Timing Abstraction

The first case of developing abstract models involved the use of timing abstraction. For this method of abstraction, the update_time interval was varied from 0.01 s to 0.5 s (0.01 s was the baseline value). This process caused the simulation models to update their values less often. Theoretically, fewer updates meant less iterations and, thus, fewer calculations. In addition, however, fewer updates and iteration would mean less accurate simulation results. This experiment was performed for 4 different engagement scenarios ranging from one-on-one to twelve-on-twelve. These scenarios, shown in Figures 12 to 15 depict the variance of PCA with respect to the update interval. In each of these scenarios, the PCA worsened as the update interval increased. It should be noted that for multiple engagements, the max difference depicts the largest difference in PCA while the average difference depicts the average difference in PCA across all engagements.
Figure 12: PCA vs. Update Interval – 1 on 1 Engagement Scenario

Figure 13: PCA vs. Update Interval – 4 on 4 Engagement Scenario
Figure 14: PCA vs. Update Interval - 8 on 8 Engagement Scenario
One of the theories in requiring fewer updates for each model in the engagement scenario is that fewer computations would require less simulation time. However, for this experiment, fewer updates showed basically no difference in simulation time. Figures 16 to 19 depict the Wall clock simulation time versus update time and Figures 20 to 23 depict the CPU simulation time versus update time for each group of engagement scenario simulations.

Figure 16: Wall Clock Time vs. Update Interval (NT) – 1 on 1 Engagement Scenario

Figure 17: Wall Clock Time vs. Update Interval (NT) – 4 on 4 Engagement Scenario
Figure 18: Wall Clock Time vs. Update Interval (NT) - 8 on 8 Engagement Scenario

Figure 19: Wall Clock Time vs. Update Interval (NF) - 12 on 12 Engagement Scenario
Figure 20: CPU Time vs. Update Interval (NT) - 1 on 1 Engagement Scenario

Figure 21: CPU Time vs. Update Interval (NT) - 4 on 1 Engagement Scenario
Figure 22: CPU Time vs. Update Interval (NT) - 8 on 8 Engagement Scenario

Figure 23: CPU Time vs. Update Interval (NT) - 12 on 12 Engagement Scenario
In order to ensure that the timing artifacts found from these experiments were not platform dependent, additional comparisons were made using SGI Indigo2 platforms. The Wall clock simulation time versus Update Interval comparison is shown in Figure 24 for a 12 on 12 engagement scenario. The CPU simulation time versus the update interval comparison is shown in Figure 25 for a 12 on 12 engagement scenario.

**Figure 24: Wall Clock Time vs. Update Interval (SGI) - 12 on 12 Engagement Scenario**

**Figure 25: CPU Time vs. Update Interval (SGI) - 12 on 12 Engagement Scenario**
Figure 26: Wall Clock Time vs. Number of Engagements

Figure 27: CPU Time vs. Number of Engagements
3.3.2.2 Omission
The second method of developing abstract models involved the use of omission abstraction techniques. Employing the omission abstraction methods focused on the calculation of the pitch and yaw values by the Missile Platform model. The pitch and yaw values are dependent upon the Bse_az and the Bse_el input parameters to the Missile’s Platform sub-component as shown in Figure 28. The pitch and yaw values affect the missile’s spatial orientation and spatial velocities. For this project, the omission technique was applied by simply omitting the calculation of the missile’s spatial orientation from the model. The result of the omission technique was that the missile was not oriented properly (as later viewed using JMASS98’s Simview visualization tool). However, the missile’s orientation did not affect the PCA output of the simulation.

![Diagram of AAM Player Model]

**Figure 28: Air-to-Air Missile Platform Sub-component Model**

3.3.2.3 Value-based Abstraction
The next method involved value-based abstraction. This experiment involved developing an abstraction of the actual pitch and yaw guidance calculations performed by the Missile’s Platform Sub-component. Using value-based abstraction, the pitch and yaw guidance calculations could be replaced by an abstract representation for the purpose of determining the missile’s spatial orientation and spatial velocities.

3.3.2.3.1 Pre-processing step
The first step in developing a value-based abstraction for the missile’s platform sub-component was to develop a representation of the pitch and yaw calculations within the context of the baseline simulation scenario. A preprocessing step was used to record the calculated pitch and yaw values for each iteration step of the sub-component model.
during simulation of the baseline model. A graph of the pitch values versus time is shown in Figure 29. A graph of the yaw values versus time is shown in Figure 30.

Figure 29: Pitch Scatter Plot

Figure 30: Yaw Scatter Plot

This preprocessing step was used not only for the value-based abstraction method, but also for the clustering abstraction methods demonstrated later.
3.3.2.3.2 Developing the Value-based Abstract Models

Once the average pitch and yaw values were identified during the pre-processing step, those values were used in developing the abstract representations of the pitch and yaw guidance calculations (and thus the spatial velocities). The average values used by this abstract missile platform sub-component model were pitch = -0.5055 and yaw = -0.00093878. Figure 31 shows the difference between the original model code and the abstracted model code. The abstract simulation scenario resulted in a PCA of 69.898 m or a difference of 68.687 m from the baseline results (which was 1.211 m).

```c
if(CurrentTime > LaunchTime + GuideDelay ) {
    // based on the new orientation, update the velocity
    spatial_state.linear_velocity[0] = Velocity*cos(-0.000939)*cos(-0.5055);
    spatial_state.linear_velocity[1] = Velocity*sin(-0.000939)*cos(-0.5055);
    spatial_state.linear_velocity[2] = -Velocity*sin(-0.5055);
}
```

Figure 31: Developing the Abstract Value-based Model

3.3.2.4 Clustering Techniques

As reported, the value based abstract models did not prove to be very accurate. The next method of abstraction examined involved using clustering techniques. Most clustering techniques, such as Adaptive Resonance Theory Networks and Distributed Clustering Algorithms are too complex for this particular simulation and would result in simulation overhead that would actually increase simulation time. However, the concepts presented in clustering theory could still be used, albeit in a more rudimentary form. To apply clustering concepts, the preprocessing steps that identified the pitch and yaw scatter

![Figure 32: 10 Cluster Pitch Values](image)
values with respect to the baseline simulation scenario were used. These plots were used to "cluster" the pitch and yaw values with respect to their value and time. Pitch and Yaw values grouped into nine distinct clusters are shown in Figures 32 and 33.

![Clustered YAW](image)

**Figure 33: 10 Cluster Yaw Values**

### 3.3.2.4.1 Quantization Techniques

The first type of clustered abstract model that was developed involved the use of quantization techniques. For each of the clusters, the average value for the pitch or yaw was calculated. All cluster values with respect to time were then quantized to that average value within the cluster. Four experiments (abstract representations) were conducted using 2, 3, 5, and 10 clusters. The average pitch and yaw values for each cluster are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PITCH</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.632021</td>
<td>-0.621706</td>
<td>-0.594418</td>
<td>-0.564348</td>
<td>-0.529364</td>
<td>-0.486281</td>
<td>-0.429492</td>
<td>-0.342341</td>
<td>-0.329584</td>
<td>-0.193486</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YAW</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.001224</td>
<td>-0.001195</td>
<td>-0.001127</td>
<td>-0.001055</td>
<td>-0.001055</td>
<td>-0.001055</td>
<td>-0.001055</td>
<td>-0.001055</td>
<td>-0.001055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Pitch and Yaw Cluster Values**

The graph of PCA versus number of clusters with respect to the simulation baseline is shown in Figure 34. As shown, in general, the more clusters that are used for abstracting the model, the more accurate the model becomes.
3.3.2.4.2 Stochastic-Based Clustering

The second type of clustered abstract model that was developed involved the use of stochastic distribution techniques. For each of the clusters, the average value for the pitch or yaw was calculated using the preprocessing step. In addition, the standard deviation for each cluster was also calculated with respect to the average value. The average values and the standard deviations were used to specify a Gaussian distribution centered around the average value for each cluster. Four experiments (abstract
representations) were conducted using 2, 3, 5, and 10 clusters. The graph of PCA versus number of clusters with respect to the simulation baseline is shown in Figure 35. As shown, once again, the more clusters that were used for abstracting the model, the more accurate the model becomes. The stochastic based clustering method, however, did not prove to be as accurate as the quantization method.

3.3.2.4.3 Performance of Abstract Clustering-based Simulations

The performance of the various abstract clustering-based simulations was determined for both quantization and stochastic based approaches by obtaining the wall clock and CPU simulation time from the simulation execution. The performance metrics were obtained for simulations using both 2 and 10 clusters for both the quantized and stochastic-based abstraction methods. The performance results from these simulations are shown in Table 2 in comparison with the simulated baseline scenario. The improvement in simulation performance ranged for 2-7% for the Dell 1 GHz. Platform running Windows NT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Abstraction Method</th>
<th>Wall Time (s)</th>
<th>CPU Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1.712</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Clusters</td>
<td>Quantized</td>
<td>1.622</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Clusters</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>1.672</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Clusters</td>
<td>Quantized</td>
<td>1.662</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Clusters</td>
<td>Stochastic</td>
<td>1.692</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Abstract Model Performance Measurements

3.3.2.5 Stochastic-based Abstraction

The next abstract modeling method examined dealt strictly with stochastic-based abstractions. The scenario used to demonstrate this method of data abstraction was a 2 on 2 Air-to-Air engagement scenario where each Airborne Interceptor fired two missiles on a specific Airborne target. The missiles were RF-based guided seekers. Upon examining the Missile's Seeker sub-component code, it was determined that a candidate for abstraction would be the calculation of signal power. For the baseline scenario, the Minimum Detectable Wattage was set to a very low threshold. Running the baseline simulation (in the same manner that the pitch and yaw values were calculated for the previous scenario) it was determined that the signal could be detected 99.3% of the time. The signal power calculations were replaced by a Gaussian distribution. The threshold was set to the area under the distribution curve where 99% of the values for the Gaussian distribution would fall. The results of this abstracted simulation scenario were exactly the same as the baseline results. The simulation performance results for the baseline and abstract version of this scenario is shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Wall Time (s)</th>
<th>CPU Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>3.172</td>
<td>1.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>3.164</td>
<td>1.912</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Performance Measurements for 2 On 2 Scenario
3.4 Task 5 Demonstration Development

The fifth task for this effort involved the development of a demonstration that could illustrate the value and the effects of model abstraction techniques on a simulation. The scenario chosen for this demonstration was a JMASS JTEST One-on-One Air-to-Air Engagement Scenario using a Geometric Seeker. The demonstration used a visualization tool to view the differences between the detailed baseline and abstracted simulations. The goal of the demonstration was to overlay the abstract scenario on top of the baseline scenario in order to visualize the effects of abstraction by direct comparison.

3.4.1 Selection of Visualization Tool

Three visualization tools were under consideration for use in this demonstration: AFRL’s JVIEW, JMASS 5.0’s Simview Pro, and JMASS98’s Simview. AFRL’s JVIEW required translating the JMASS98 simulation results into the proper format. Simview Pro did not require any translation, however, Simview Pro was not available at the time of the demonstration. JMASS98’s Simview was chosen because it was the visualization tool inherently working with JMASS98 and did not require any file translation.

3.4.2 Visualization Using Simview

Simview can be used to visualize JMASS98 simulations using a drag and drop process on NT-based platforms. JMASS98 simulation executions automatically create .SV files for each simulated team. The .SV file specifies all players involved in a given simulation, as well as the motion data file that maps that player’s motion throughout the simulation execution. For example, in a given one-on-one engagement scenario (such as the baseline simulation scenario), the flight of the missile is mapped using the Missile.dat file. When the team’s .SV is dragged to the Simview executable, the visualization tool reads from this Missile.dat data file in order to re-create the path of the missile on the visualization screen. In order to create a visualization overlay between the baseline simulation execution and the abstracted simulation execution, the missile data file from the abstracted scenario is imported into the baseline scenario by modifying the .SV file as

```
Player {
    ObjectName  = MissileAbstract
    Object      = Sidewinder
    Key = d
    MotionFile  = missileAbstract.dat
    Trace       = on
}
```

shown in Figure 36.

**Figure 36: Modifying the Simview .SV file**

The .SV file specifies a new player in the baseline scenario, a MissileAbstract player, that points to the simulated motion data file obtained from the abstract simulation execution.
3.4.3 Demonstration Composition

Four visualization demonstrations were constructed for this project's demonstration. These demonstrations included:

- Overlaying an abstract simulation using 2 clusters against the baseline scenario
- Overlaying an abstract simulation using 9 clusters against the baseline scenario
- Overlaying an abstract simulation using 2 clusters based on a Gaussian distribution against a quantized abstract model and the baseline scenario
- Overlaying an abstract simulation using 9 clusters based on a Gaussian distribution against a quantized abstract model and the baseline scenario

The visualization of the simulation execution showed how the increased number of clusters better tracked the baseline simulation execution. The visualization process also showed the effects of the removal of the spatial orientation calculation from the guidance calculations and the course correction of abstract model at each cluster boundary.

3.4.4 Demonstration Operation

The operation of the demonstration is described in Appendix A for each of the four simulation visualization demonstrations.

3.5 Task 6: Final Report

This report is the final report for the BAA effort. This report documents the progress, problems, and solutions encountered during this nine-month research effort.

4 Future Research and Final Results

RAM Laboratories successfully accomplished the tasks it set forth at the beginning of this BAA effort. This effort employed various model abstraction techniques to JMASS engagement simulation models and assessed the accuracy of those techniques with respect to the simulation baseline results and simulation performance. Several model abstract techniques were examined throughout the course of this project. Sensitivity analyses were used and modified to identify key simulation parameters within the context of the simulation application. Various techniques were used to abstract away model information in order to simplify the engagement level simulation. Techniques examined included value replacement, omission, stochastic processes, histograms, tables and clustering methods using quantization and stochastic-based replacement strategies. Results of this research were demonstrated through the use of the JMASS Simview Visualization tool.

For future work, it is recommended, three improvements to this project stand out:

- Use of a better tool for visualizing the simulation. The Simview tool is a very simplistic viewer. Much better visualization tools exist with Simview 5.0 and Jview.
- Use of more complicated models. This effort focused on unclassified models. As such, the advanced model abstraction techniques that could be examined were somewhat limited by the scope of the effort. More advanced and even higher fidelity models can be used to even better illustrate the advantages of model abstraction.

- Use of additional simulation environments. This particular environment has been rooted to the JMASS system and focused on engagement level simulation. It may be helpful to apply these techniques to a campaign or theater level simulation where other model abstraction techniques may be a better fit.
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APPENDIX A

Demonstration User Instructions

The following instructions describe the process for running the four model abstraction demonstrations developed under this effort. These model abstraction demonstrations work in conjunction with the JMASS98 Simview visualization tool. These instructions target PC-based Microsoft Windows NT and 2000 platforms, however the demonstrations can also be run on a UNIX-based Workstation that supports JMASS98. It should be noted that the demonstrations do not require the execution of any simulation, but rather visualize the results of pre-compiled and simulated simulation scenarios that use the JTEST Model Suite of Air-to-Air Engagement scenarios.

1. Ensure that the target platform has the following software components installed:
   - PC-based Windows NT or Win2k based platforms
   - Microsoft Visual Studio Version 5.0 or higher
   - JMASS98 Version 1.3 or higher

2. Using Microsoft Explorer or any other navigation tool, CD to the following directory:
   <JMASS98 directory>/Pcp_dev/Teams

3. Copy all file folders from the Model Abstraction Demonstration CD to the <JMASS98 directory>/Pcp_dev/Teams directory. These folders include the following:
   - AAMSCENARIO1_ABSTRACT_CLUSTER2
     This folder contains a Simview simulation that compares an abstract air-to-air missile with a detailed air-to-air missile from the baseline scenario. The abstract air-to-air missile was developed by breaking the pitch and yaw calculations internal to the missile's platform sub-component into two clustered values that were quantized to the mean value for the cluster.
   - AAMSCENARIO1_ABSTRACT_CLUSTER9
     This folder contains a Simview simulation that compares an abstract air-to-air missile with a detailed air-to-air missile from the baseline scenario. The abstract air-to-air missile was developed by breaking the pitch and yaw calculations internal to the missile's platform sub-component into nine clustered values that were quantized to the mean value for the cluster.
   - AAMSCENARIO1_ABSTRACT_CLUSTER2DIST
     This folder contains a Simview simulation that compares two abstract air-to-air missiles with a detailed air-to-air missile from the baseline scenario. The abstract air-to-air missile was developed by breaking the pitch and yaw calculations internal to the missile's platform sub-component into two clustered values. One abstract missile used values that were quantized to the mean for each cluster. The second abstract missile used values represented by a Gaussian distributed centered around the mean value for the cluster.
   - AAMSCENARIO1_ABSTRACT_CLUSTER9DIST
This folder contains a simview simulation that compares two abstract air-to-air missiles with a detailed air-to-air missile from the baseline scenario. The abstract air-to-air missile was developed by breaking the pitch and yaw calculations internal to the missile's platform sub-component into nine clustered values. One abstract missile used values that were quantized to the mean for each cluster. The second abstract missile used values represented by a Gaussian distributed centered around the mean value for the cluster.

4. Use the Navigator to bring up the following directory:
   <JMASS98 Directory>/PCP_dev/Tools/NT4.0/intelVC5.0/Analysis
   In this window there should be a "Simview" icon.

5. In order to visualize the simulation results, use the Navigator to bring up another window for the demonstration folder you wish to visualize. The path for this folder is:
   <JMASS98 Directory>/PCP_dev/Teams/<Folder name>

6. Drag the .SV file for the corresponding visualization folder to the "Simview" Icon previously identified in Step 4. The corresponding visualization files for each folder are the following:
   -AAMSCENARIO1_ABSTRACT_CLUSTER2
     -SIMVIEW_OVERLAY.sv
   -AAMSCENARIO1_ABSTRACT_CLUSTER9
     -SIMVIEW_OVERLAY.sv
   -AAMSCENARIO1_ABSTRACT_CLUSTER2DIST
     -SIMVIEW_OVERLAY.sv
   -AAMSCENARIO1_ABSTRACT_CLUSTER9DIST
     -SIMVIEW_OVERLAY.sv

7. Dragging the .SV to the "Simview" Icon should bring up the Simview GUI and initialize the GUI for visualization of the target scenario. Once this GUI appears on screen, make the following adjustments for better viewing of the scenario.
   -Set the "From" value to MissileReal
   -Set the "Mode" value to Around
   -Set the "Azimuth" value to 80
   -Set the "Time Inc" value to 10
   -For the Cluster9 demonstrations set the "Distance" value to 35
   -For the Cluster2 demonstrations set the "Distance" value to 200

8. Using Simview, the user can view the projected missile path for the baseline and abstract missile based simulations.
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